Getinge 9100E
Cart Washer-Disinfector

Your safe, efficient and sustainable
cleaning solution
This document is intended to provide information to an international audience outside of the US.

Peace of mind
Trusted cleaning
and reliability

Superior performance in high capacity reprocessing
Patients trust hospitals to deliver safe,
effective care for their families. Sick,
elderly and weakened patients are more
vulnerable to communicable pathogens.
That is why infection prevention is such
a crucial part of the hospital experience.

From utensils to surgical tables, you
can count on Getinge 9100E to deliver
the reliable cleaning needed to prevent
cross-contamination and keep patients
safe.

We are your partner in infection
control
With Getinge 9100E, we can help you
with your high-capacity reprocessing
needs in an energy-efficient design.
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Improve efficiency with 9100E
Save time, energy and detergent
without sacrificing quality

With the Getinge 9100E Cart Washer-Disinfector, you can
choose from multiple modes of operation: standard water
and detergent use, or efficiency mode. Efficiency mode
reduces the consumption of water, detergents and
energy for cost-effective operation.

Caring for the environment as you care
for your patients

The 9100E has re-use tanks that retain the heated water
from previous wash cycles. In efficiency mode, that warm
water is re-used, reducing the need for heat and detergent
in the next cycles. This not only reduces water, energy
and detergent consumption, but can cut process times
to as little as 10 minutes.

Reduce utility consumption
100%

100%

100%

• Every mode uses the same high-powered spray
jets for cleaning
50%

• By recycling water from previous wash cycles,
you reduce detergent use
• Recycling warm water reduces the need for
heating, minimizing energy consumption

20%

20%

The increased throughput and reduced operating costs
ensure that you maximize the return on your investment.
Water

	Standard

Detergent

Energy

	Efficiency mode*

* Maximum reduction in utility consumption using
9100E re-use technology
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The latest technology
Our industrial designers have worked with hospitals to
address real-world cleaning challenges. The Getinge 9100E
combines good design and smart solutions to deliver the
highest levels of cleaning and efficiency.

• The energy-saving heat exchanger, automatic exhaust
damper, and speed controlled ventilation fan improve
overall efficiency contributing to reduced energy
consumption

• 9100E meets the strictest hygiene requirements
• Smooth surfaces and slope angle allow the pipe system
and chamber to completely drain, eliminating the risk for
residuals and dirt to be carried over to the next process
• Visually inspect the wash load with our View in Process
(VIP) glass doors, standard on all models
• Noise reduction technology for a better working
environment

Effective cleaning

Improved air barrier

Automatic sump cleaning system

Split water docking

Up to 128 spray nozzles on a vertical oscillated manifold
direct high powered water flow onto each load for
optimum coverage and cleaning. No tools are needed
to dismount for cleaning.

The separated and independent spray nozzle system
automatically flushes and cleans the sump underneath,
without the need to lift the chamber floor.
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Less building ventilation capacity is needed to maintain
the differential pressure between departments (loading
and unloading side).

Automatic water docking system adapts to universal
wash carts with integral spray arms.
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Smart and intuitive
Ensure productivity, capacity and efficiency with the
innovative Centric user interface. The intuitive interface
helps operators clearly visualize and monitor programs.

• View the remaining process time and start-up
choices, arranged in a clear and logical order
• Intuitive software reduces the need for training
• Clear instructions reduce the risk of human error
• Large 10” high-resolution color screens are easy
to read, even from a distance

At-a-glance status overview

User-friendly and easy to read

Warning messages are accompanied
by color changes

On-screen guidance
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The right size for the job

Six chamber sizes to fit your needs
A washer that meets your needs

All Getinge 9100E Cart Washer-Disinfectors have the
same components and features. Only the chamber size
varies. We can help you assess what would be the best
solution for your facility.

• All the models have either a single-door or a
pass-through operation, to fit your existing space
• Two of the six models come with a wide (EW) opening
to accommodate larger goods; one also offers added
height
• All models are engineered to give users an
ergonomically work environment
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9125E

9120E

2500

2000

2000

2000

960

960

9127E

9128E

2850

2700

2000

2000

960

960

9128EW

9122EW

2850

2000

1170

2200

2200

1170

All measurements are in millimeters
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A wash cart
– for every need

Three sizes of wash carts (load carriers) allow you to maximize the items cleaned per load.
They support superior cleaning and high throughput, and are ergonomically advanced.
The 700, 1300 and 2000 mm carts can be combined in a variety of ways in all six 9100E models.
Universal wash carts with integral spray arms are available in 1300 and 2000 sizes.

700

1300

2000

Loading examples of wash carts into the 9128E model

1x 2000 mm wash cart
with integral spray arms
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2x 1300 mm wash carts

1x 1300 mm and
2x 700 mm wash carts
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No challenge is too big
Even bulky items get clean
With the Getinge 9100E, you can safely clean items large and small,
with or without carts (load carriers).

Containers and lids

Transport trolleys

Shoes

Operating tables

Utensils

Beds and equipment from rental centers,
including wheelchairs and personal
hygiene items
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T-DOC: The next step in traceability
Getinge Online keeps you connected

Optimize sterile workflows

T-DOC is Getinge’s world-leading
sterile supply management solution,
with the ability to meet the requirements of all sizes of sterile supply
reprocessing.
With full life cycle traceability of
instruments, T-DOC ensures delivery
of the right item to the right patient,
at the correct time and place.
T-DOC optimizes sterile workflow
in the CSSD by enabling production
planning according to scheduled
operations.

Stay informed, 24/7

Getinge Online is a unique encrypted
remote service that makes information
from your equipment accessible from
online computers, tablets and smart
phones.
This secure link covers real-time
and historical performance data,
troubleshooting notifications and
step-by-step help to quickly solve
problems.
Accessible data optimizes work
routines and ensures equipment
uptime.
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Be safe

– with Getinge consumables
Getinge offers not only the capital equipment, but also
the consumables you need to maintain an efficient and
safe operation.

Getinge Clean Detergents

Getinge Clean is a complete and comprehensive range
of detergents, offering maximum performance with
efficient and economical throughput. Our detergents
have been developed, tested and validated on Getinge
washer-disinfectors to consistently meet EN ISO 15883
standards. Color-coded associated symbols identify
when and where to use each detergent, for added safety.

Getinge Assured

The best way to verify cleanliness is a reliable testing
protocol that includes wash monitoring, soil test and
residual protein testing. Getinge Assured Wash Monitoring
products monitor all phases of the wash process and
provide independent verification that the cleaning
process is effective and consistent. They have been
developed and tested to conform to the requirements
of EN ISO 15883.

Let Getinge CMS do the work for you

Your department’s detergent requirements can be
supplied from one single source: Getinge Clean
Management System (CMS). The flexible system
eliminates the need for frequent manual loading
of small containers, and enables tailor-made
configurations to meet individual department
needs. It can also provide online monitoring or
status, alert and alarm purposes.
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Getinge Care

Caring is our mission
A Getinge Care service agreement maximizes the longterm value of your investment. Your Getinge products will
be monitored and maintained to ensure that they deliver
peak performance, whenever and wherever they are
needed.

You are our priority

Getinge-certified field service representatives and Getinge
original parts are your best investment for maximizing the
lifespan of your equipment.
For more information about Getinge Care, please contact
your Getinge representative.

Maximizing equipment performance does not have to
break your budget. Each of our four levels of service
packages is designed with your hospital’s success in
mind. We can meet your needs whether you have a
full-service department on site, or limited in-house
personnel.
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This document is intended to provide information to an international audience outside of the US.
Getinge Infection Control AB · P. O. Box 69 · SE-305 05 Getinge · Sweden · Phone: +46 (0) 10 335 00 00 · info@getinge.com

www.getinge.com

2927-getinge-9100e-brochure-170824-en

Getinge is a global provider of innovative solutions for operating rooms, intensive care units, sterilization departments and
for life science companies and institutions. Based on our firsthand experience and close partnerships with clinical experts,
healthcare professionals and medtech specialists, we are improving the everyday life for people – today and tomorrow.

